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Orlando in the USAâ€™s Florida State is a dream destination of every kid, especially for a Harry Potter
fan. Seeing the craze of the tourists to visit this exciting and fun filled place tour operators and
airlines give attractive holiday offers to the visitors in the form of cheap flights to Orlando from
across the world. The city is famous around the world for its iconic theme parks and water parks.
One among its iconic attractions is Universal Orlando Resort. Travellers can now enjoy the magical
world of Harry Potter at this famous resort. Visit Orlando, the city of childhood dreams, with direct
flights to Orlando from anywhere around the globe.

Orlando has the largest number of theme parks and entertainment attractions than anywhere else in
the world. One among them is â€œThe Wizarding World of the Harry Potterâ€• at the Universal Resort. The
Wizarding World of Harry Potter gives an ample opportunity to the tourists to roam in the world of
Harry Potter with their family and the friends. From high speed coaster rides with dragons and
hippogriffs to Hogwarts classrooms, step into the magical world of Harry Potter at this new amazing
attraction of Universal Orlando Resort. Apart from being a great fun-filled adventure site, this theme
park also features shops and dining venues where you can buy Hogwarts school supplies,
extendable ears, cakes or can taste Butterbeer, ice-cream, fish, chips etc. Live the adventure of a
lifetime at Harry Potter and the Forbidden Journey, the signature attraction of the theme park. Here
one can have face-to-face experience with the magical creatures of Harry Potter series and
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardy. â€œFlight of the Hippogriffâ€•, the family-friendly coaster dives
around the pumpkin patch and Hagridâ€™s hut. Along with these star attraction, The Wizarding World of
Harry Potter also conducts three entertaining shows-Frog Choir, Triwizard Spirit Rally and
Olivanderâ€™s Wand Shop. If you are planning to visit this amazing adventurous attraction of Orlando
then you must know about its opening and closing times. Along with it, there is ride and height
requirement too. Though the popularity of this new attraction at Universal Orlando Resort is quite
high thatâ€™s why it is recommended to purchase at least a 2-Day Ticket with park-to-park access.

Apart from the Wizarding World of Harry Potter, Universal Orlando Resort is famous for various
other attractions too. The Amazing Adventures of Spider-Man, Dudley Do-Rightâ€™s Rip Saw Falls, The
Revenge of the Mummy, Hollywood Rip Ride Rockit, MEN IN BLACK Alien Attack and Fievelâ€™s
Playground are some other interesting places to explore in this iconic theme park of Orlando. After a
day at theme parks, head straight to Universal CityWalk, a great place to unwind and to enjoy lip-
smacking food along with live music. So, pack your bags and be ready to explore the fantastic and
thrilled world where magic comes alive at Universal Orlando Resort. Select from various direct
flights to Orlando or if you want to enjoy some guaranteed savings on your travel expenses then
give a nod to cheap flights to Orlando.
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To know more about Orlando city, go and book a direct flights to Orlando or find a cheap flights to
Orlando. For further details, please visit our website.
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